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An answer to a scandalous paper, wherein were some queries given to be answered and likewise, therein is found many lies and slanders, and false accusations against those people whom he (and the world) calls Quakers : dated from Dorchester, in New-England, August 17, 1655 : subscribed, Edward Breck, which was directed to a people at Rainforth in Lancashire, which he calls, a Church of Christ. London, 1656. 37 pp.


Cobbet, Thomas. *The civil magistrates power in matters of religion modestly debated, impartially stated according to the bounds and grounds of scripture, and answer returned to those objections against the same which seem to have any weight in them. Together with A brief answer to a certain slanderous pamphlet called Ill news from New-England; or, a narrative of New-England's persecution. By John Clark of Road-Island, physician.* London, 1653. 176 pp.

Coddington, William. *A demonstration of true love unto you the rulers of the colony of the Massachusets in New-England shewing to you that are now in authority the unjust paths that your predecessors walked in, and of the Lord's dealings with them in his severe judgments, for persecuting his saints and children.* London, 1674. 20 pp.

Cotton, John. *The controversie concerning liberty of conscience in matters of religion: truly stated and distinctly and plainly handled: wherein you have, against all cavills of turbulent spirits, clearly manifested wherein liberty of conscience in matters of religion ought to be permitted and in what cases it ought not.* London, 1645. 15 pp.

Croese, Gerard. *The general history of the Quakers containing the lives, tenents, sufferings, tryals, speeches and letters of the most
eminent Quakers, both men and women: from the first rise of that sect down to this present time; being written originally in Latin by Gerard Croese; to which is added a letter writ by George Keith London, 1696. 2 vols, 520 pp.


Fox, George. An answer to several new laws and orders made by the rulers of Boston in New-England the tenth day of the eight moneth, 1677 by G.F. London, 1678. 7 pp.

Fox, George. Something in answer to a letter (which I have seen) of John Leverat, governour of Boston, to William Coddington, governour of Rhode-Island, dated 1677 wherein he mentions my name and also wherein John Leverat justifies Roger Williams's book of iyes. London, 1678[?]. 11 pp.


Gillespie, George. Wholesome severity reconciled with Christian liberty, or, The true resolution of a present controversie concerning liberty of conscience here you have the question stated, the middle way betwixt popish tyrannie and schismatizing liberty approved and also confirmed from Scripture and the testimonies of divines, yea of whole churches: the chiefe arguments and exceptions used in the bloody tenent, The compassionate samaritane, M.S. to A.S. &c., examined: eight distinctions added for qualifying and clearing the whole matter: and in conclusion a paraenetick to the five apologists for choosing accommodation rather than toleration. London, 1645. 48 pp.

Gorton, Samuel. Simplicities defence against seven-headed policy, or, Innocency vindicated: being unjustly accused and sorely censured by that seven-headed church-government united in New-England: or, that servant so imperious in his masters absence revive and now thus re-acting in New-England: or, the combate of the united colonies, not only against some of the natives and subjects, but against the authority also of the kingdom of England, with their execution of laws in the name and authority of the servant (or of themselves) and not in the name and authority of the Lord or fountain of the government. London, 1646. 126 pp.

[Gould, Daniel]. A brief narration of the sufferings of the people called Quakers, who were put to death at Boston, in New-England also an account from their own hands, of their coming to Boston, and of their staying in their jurisdiction after banishment: with a precious epistle of William Robinson ... and other epistles hereunto annexed. New York, 1700. 38 pp.

G[room], S[amuel]. A glass for the people of New England, in which they may see themselves and spirits, and if not too late, repent and turn from their abominable ways and cursed contrivances that so the Lord God may turn away his wrath, which he will bring upon them, it they repent not, for their blasphemies against himself, and for all the murders and cruelties done to his tender people, ever since they usurped authority to banish, hang, whip, and cut off ears, and spoil the goods of dissenters from them in religious matters, while themselves disown infallibility in those things / by S.G. London, 1676. 43 pp.


Holder, Christopher, & Rous, John. The faith and testimony of the martyrs and suffering servants of Jesus Christ persecuted in New


Jacob, Elizabeth. An epistle in true love, containing a farewell exhortation to friends families. London, 1712; Boston, 1723. 16 pp.


Joy, George. Innocency's Complaint against Tyannical Court Faction in Newengland. [London], 1677. 1 p.

Keith, George. More divisions amongst the Quakers: as appears by the following books of their own writing, viz. I. The Christian faith of New-England Quakers condemn'd by a meeting of Pensilvanian Quakers. II. The false judgment of a yearly meeting of Quakers in Maryland, condemn'd by George Keith, Thomas Budd, &c. all Quakers: to which is added, A discovery of this mystery of iniquity. London, 1693. 23 pp.


Leeds, Daniel. News of a trumpet sounding in the wilderness, or, The Quakers antient testimony revived, examined and compared with itself, and also with their new doctrine whereby the ignorant may learn wisdom, and the wise advance in their understandings. New York, 1697. 166 pp.


Massachusetts, General Court. The humble petition and address of the general court sitting at Boston in New-England unto the high and mighty Prince Charles the Second. And presented unto His Most-Gracious Majesty Feb. 11. 1660. London, 1660. 8 pp.

Mather, Cotton. The serviceable man: A discourse made unto the General Court of the Massachusetts Colony, New-England, at the anniversary election, 28d. 3m. 1690. Boston, 1690. 68 pp.

Mather, Cotton. Little flocks guarded against grievous wolves. An address unto those parts of New-England which are most exposed unto assaults, from the modern teachers of the misled Quakers. In a letter, which impartially discovers the manifold baereties and blasphemies, and the strong delusions of even the most refined
Quakerism: and thereupon demonstrates the truth of those principles and assertions, which are most opposite thereunto. With just reflections upon the extrem ignorance and wickedness; of George Keith; who is the seducer that now most ravines upon the churches in this wilderness. Boston, 1691. 110 pp.


Mather, Increase. The necessity of reformation with the expedients subservient thereunto asserted in answer to two questions, I. What are the evils that have provoked the Lord to bring his judgements on New-England?, II. What is to be done that so those evils may be reformed? / agreed upon by the elders and messengers of the churches assembled in the Synod at Boston in New-England, Sept. 10, 1679. Boston, 1679. 22 pp.

Mather, Increase. The divine right of infant-baptism asserted and proved from Scripture and antiquity. Boston, 1680. 35 pp.

Mather, Richard. A defence of the answer and arguments of the synod met at Boston in the year 1662 concerning the subject of Baptism and consociation of churches against the reply made thereto, by the Reverend Mr. John Davenport, pastor of the church at New-Haven, in his treatise entituled Another essay for investigation of the truth &c. : together with an answer to the apologetical preface set before that essay, by some of the elders who were members of the Synod above-mentioned., Cambridge, 1664. 148 pp.


Maule, Thomas. Truth held forth and maintained according to the testimony of the holy prophets, Christ and his apostles recorded in the Holy Scriptures. With some account of the judgments of the Lord lately inflicted upon New-England by witch craft.... New York, 1695 (Evans #730) 268 pp.

Maule, Thomas. New-England persecutors [sic] mauld with their own weapons giving some account of the bloody laws made at Boston against the Kings subjects that dissented from their way of worship together with a brief account of the imprisonment and tryal of Thomas Maule of Salem, for publishing a book, entituled, Truth held forth and maintained, &c. New York, 1697. 66 pp. (Evans #801;)


Maule, Thomas. For the service of truth, against George Keith by Philalethes or Lover of truth. An abstract of George Keith's letter to Thomas Maule, with an answer by Philalethes there unto. Philadelphia, 1703. 8pp

Maule, Thomas [Philalethes]. Tribute to Cesar, how paid by the best Christians, and to what purpose. With some remarks on the late vigorous expedition against Canada. Of civil government, how inconsistent it is with the government of Christ in his church. Compared with the ancient just and righteous principles of the Quakers, and their modern practice and doctrine. With some notes upon the discipline of their church in this province, especially at Philadelphia. Philadelphia, 1712/15? 36pp.

Mitchel, Jonathan. Propositions concerning the subject of baptism and consociation of churches collected and confirmed out of the word of God, by a synod of elders and messengers of the churches in Massachusets-Colony in New-England; assembled at Boston, according to appointment of the honoured General Court, in the year
1662, at a General Court held at Boston in New-England the 8th of October, 1662. Boston, 1662. 48 pp.

Mitchel, Jonathan. *Nebemiah on the wall in troublousom times, or, A serious and seasonable improvement of that great example of magistratical piety and prudence, self-denial and tenderness, fearlessness and fidelity, unto instruction and encouragement of present and succeeding rulers in our Israel*. Cambridge [Mass.], 1671. 38 pp.

Morton, Nathaniel. *New-England's memoriall, or, A brief relation of the most memorable and remarkable passages of the providence of God manifested to the planters of New-England in America with special reference to the first colony thereof, called New-Plimouth: as also a nomination of divers of the most eminent instruments deceased, both of church and common-wealth, improved in the first beginning and after-progress of sundry of the respective jurisdictions in those parts, in reference unto sundry exemplary passages of their lives, and the time of their death/* published for use and benefit of present and future generations. Cambridge [Mass.], 1669. 218 pp.

New-England a degenerate plant. Who having forgot their former sufferings, and lost their ancient tenderness, are now become famous among the nations in bringing forth the fruits of cruelty, wherein they have far outstript their persecutors the bishops, as by these their ensuing laws you may plainly see. London, 1659. 20 pp.


Norton, Humphrey. *New-England's Ensigne: it being the account of cruelty, the professors pride, and the articles of their faith, signified in characters written in blood, wickedly begun, barbarously continued, and inhumanly finished (so far as they have gone) by the present power of darkness possesse in the priests and rulers in New-England*. London, 1659. 121 pp.


Penn, William. *No cross, no crown, or, Several sober reasons against hat-honour, titular-respects, you to a single person, with the apparel and recreations of the times being inconsistant with Scripture, reason, and practice, as well of the best heathens, as the holy men and women of all generations, and consequently fantastick, impertinent and sinfull*. London, 1669. 111 pp.

Penn, William. *Plain-dealing with a traducing Anabaptist, or, Three letters writ upon occasion of some slanderous reflections given and promoted against William Penn by one John Morse: published for common benefit: that all impartial people may be better acquainted with the invective spirit of some so called: and their ungodly sly way of defaming such as dissents from them, especially in their restless indeavours against the poor Quakers*. London, 1672. 18 pp.

Pennington, Isaac. *An examination of the grounds or causes, which are said to induce the court of Boston in New-England to make*
that order or law of banishment upon pain of death against the Quakers. London, 1660. 99 pp.

Robinson, William. Several epistles given forth by two of the Lords faithful servants whom he sent to New-England, to bear witness to His everlasting truth and were there (by the priests, rulers, and professors) after cruel and long imprisonment, and inhuman whippings and banishment, put to death. London, 1669. 11 pp.


Scottow, Joshua. The rise, spring and foundation of the Anabaptists, or re-baptized of our time written in French by Guy de Brez, 1565. Cambridge [Mass.], 1668. 63 pp.

[Scottow, Joshua]. Divine consolations for mourners in Sion being an extract of certain choice epistles of dying martyrs to each other and to their fellow prisoners for the cause of Christ, in the times of cruel and fiery persecution. Cambridge [Mass.], 1664. 78 pp.

Stephenson, Marmaduke. A call from death to life and out of the dark ways and worships of the world where the seed is held in bondage under the merchants of Babylon. London, 1660. 32 pp.

Stoughton, William. New-Englands true interest not to lie, or, A treatise declaring from the word of truth the terms on which we stand, and the tenure by which we hold our hitherto-continued precious and pleasant things shewing what the blessing God expecteth from his people, and what they may rationally look for from him. Cambridge [Mass.], 1670. 40 pp.


Willard, Samuel. Ne sutor ultra crepidam, or, Brief animadversions upon the New-England Anabaptists late fallacious narrative wherein the notorious mistakes and falshoods by them published are detected. Boston, 1681. 35 pp.